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we operate it (s+1) times on a phase state, we complete
one cycle and return to the same phase state. On the
other hand, we have the results of Ref. [10], where it
was shown that for cyclic evolution of harmonic oscillator





jni, in FDHS, the state vector
can change sign which depends on the dimesnionality of
the space; if (s + 1) is even sign changes, otherwise not.
However, if we take q
 N
as equivalent to time evolution
operator, we note that according to realization of Eq. (8),
the state vector always returns exactly to initial state,
irrespective of the dimensionality of the space.
The purpose of this paper is to make the action of
phase shift operator consistent with that of time evolu-
tion operator in the context of cyclic evolution in FDHS.
We take as our model the recently proposed generally de-
formed oscillator [9], which has certain advantages over
other approaches from algebraic point of view, namely, i)
The creation and annihilation operators in PB theory do
not form a closed algebra by themselves, and they do not
go over to corresponding relations in the s ! 1 limit
ii) we can algebraically dene PB phase operator in the
approach of [9], iii) for q as root of unity, positive norm
is also assured.
Briey, in the approach of [9], new creation and anni-




























)jn+  + 1i; n 6= s (10)
A
y






















jn+ i = q
n+
jn+ i: (14)
The parameter  is chosen such that i) the above denes a
cyclic representation, ii) the function F is hermitian and
non-negative, iii) in s ! 1 limit, A
y
and A go over to
the creation and annihilation operators of the ordinary
oscillator. Also the condition for cyclic representation
(F(q

) 6= 0) in Eqs. (11) and (13)) also ensures that one
can consistently dene unitary phase operator by invert-
ing A
y
and A in Eq. (9). Note that this approach exactly
recovers the PB phase operator.
However a signicant fact that was missed in [9] is
that in the above representation, q
N
can also act as
phase shift operator on the phase states. As one can

















i, which is just same as Eqs. (6) and
(7). However, as we show below, the signicance of this
operator lies in its being consistent with the results of
cyclic evolution in FDHS [10]. As a solution for restoring




, we propose to modify the






























The action of e
i









i. Moreover, the action of e
i
on





























so that parameter  plays the role equivalent to 
0
. We






































Next, we are interested to know if under such cyclic evo-
lution, the state vector changes sign or not. Thus if 
is an integer, no change in sign occurs, while for  as
half-odd integer, there is change in sign. Now the usual
time evolution operator is e
 iHt=h
, where for the case of
harmonic oscillator in FDHS [10], the hamiltonianH has















Thus under evolution through one time period, t = 2=!,
the state vector jni is multiplied by the phase factor
exp ( i2fn+1=2+ (s+1)Æ
n;s
=2g). On the other hand,
if we consider time evolution through unitary shift op-
erator q
 N
, this means that state vector is multiplied
by the factor exp ( i2fn + g). Thus we note that
for a harmonic oscillator in FDHS, for n 6= s, we have
 = 1=2, whereas for n = s;  = 1=2 + (s + 1)=2. So
(s + 1) as even number is equivalent to  as half-odd
integer, which from previous discussion, implies change
in sign under cyclic evolution, whereas (s + 1) odd is
equivalent to  as integer and consequently no change in
sign of the state vector under one cycle. Also, the case
2
of innite dimensional harmonic oscillator requires that
E
n
= (n+ 1=2)h!, which is consistent with  = 1=2.
Finally, it is interesting to note that states jn+ i can
be obtained from usual number states jni, by applying
a continuous unitary transformation i.e. when  is not
an integer (e
 i
jni = jn + i). As was pointed out in
[1], such continuous unitary transformations are useful to
construct the phase-moment generating functions.
Concluding, we have argued that phase shift operator
in standard PB formalism is inconsistent with cyclic evo-
lution of harmonic oscillator in nite dimesional Hilbert
space. To treat this, we have shown that phase shift op-
erator of a generally deformed oscillator algebra at q root
of unity, and which yields the same PB phase operator,
can simulate the behaviour of time evolution operator
for cyclic evolution. This also restores the duality in the
actions of phase- and number- shift operators.
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